LIST OF MINES

1. Devil
2. Lewis
3. Idaho No. 2
4. Idaho No. 1
5. May Day No. 3
6. May Day No. 2
7. May Day No. 1

EXPLANATION

Junction Creek sandstone (Upper La Plata sandstone)
Ferry Express limestone member (La Plata limestone)
Eocene sandstone (Lower La Plata sandstone)
Dolomite formation
Cutler formation
Formation names in local use in parentheses.
Metaliferous vein

Barren fault

PROJECTION ALONG IDAHO AND VALLEY VIEW VEINS

PROJECTION ALONG BROOKLYN VEIN

PROJECTION ALONG MAY DAY VEIN

BLOCK DIAGRAM AND GENERALIZED SECTIONS, SHOWING GEOLOGY AND MINE WORKINGS OF MAY DAY AND IDAHO MINES